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War on Korean peninsula remains highly 
unlikely but heightened tensions to persist

Shooting in Paris 
underlines threat to 
security personnel
 
An assailant at around 21.00 (local time) 
on 20 April shot dead a police officer and 
injured two others on the Champs-Elysées, 
one of the busiest shopping streets in the 
capital Paris.

The incident is in line with a trend of attacks 
across Western Europe carried out by 
individuals in crowded public areas. Co-
ordinated attacks by groups of extremists 
are increasingly difficult to execute, given 
improved security service capabilities 
since the November 2015 attacks in Paris, 
leading would-be assailants to act alone. 
Firearms and explosives have also become 
more difficult to obtain, making the use 
of an automatic weapon in this incident 
relatively unusual.
 
Police officers are at particular threat of 
being killed or injured in an attack. Attackers 
often target members of the security 
services, and reports said that the attacker 
had been arrested in February on suspicion 
of planning to attack police officers. In other 
instances, police officers sustain injuries or 
have been killed when intervening during 
attacks. Attackers in January 2015 killed 
a police officer during the shooting at the 
Paris offices of magazine Charlie Hebdo.

Islamist extremist ideology is likely to 
have inspired the attacker. The authorities 
have not named the attacker, but media 
sources have stated that he was known to 
counter-terrorism police. Islamic State (IS) 
claimed responsibility for the attack almost 
immediately. However, IS regularly claims 
attacks carried out by individuals without 
direct links to the groups and there is no 
evidence that the attacker had such links.

The timing of the attack also indicates intent 
to disrupt the final days of the campaign for 
the first round of the presidential election, 
which took place on 23 April.  
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North Korea on 25 April celebrated the 85th anniversary of the founding of the Korean 
People’s Army (KPA). This is one of several significant anniversaries that occurs in North 
Korea during February to May, a period that coincides with annual military exercises in both 
North and South Korea. The army founding anniversary is the latest cause of speculation 
about possible North Korean ballistic missile and nuclear tests, and conflict risk on the 
Korean peninsula.

War on the Korean peninsula remains very unlikely, despite the current period of increased 
tensions. War risk will remain low even in the event of a sixth North Korean nuclear test 
or significant missile testing. A key factor driving heightened concern this month has been 
reports suggesting that the US administration is seriously considering military strikes on 
North Korea to pre-empt or respond to a nuclear test. Such action is highly unlikely.

A nuclear test or demonstration of missile technology advancement would draw a stronger 
economic and diplomatic reaction than ever before, but not a direct military response. 
Several indicators suggest that China is prepared to significantly increase economic 
pressure on North Korea. Changing approaches from Beijing, Washington and Seoul 
may facilitate a return to negotiations with Pyongyang this year, but provocations usually 
precede or punctuate periods of diplomacy.

A wide range of limited escalatory actions are possible in the coming weeks and the 
situation should be monitored. However, none of the likely actions would pose immediate 
security risks to personnel and assets in mainland South Korea. In addition to weapons 
tests, phases of heightened tension often bring extreme rhetoric, localised clashes along 
the North-South maritime or land borders, or cyber attacks. 
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Worldwide incidents 
 NORTH AMERICA
US: The chairman of the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
on 4 April said that a bill to place new sanctions on Iran over 
ballistic missile launches and other non-nuclear activities had been 
put on hold. Senator Bob Corker, who had co-sponsored the bill, 
said the delay was prompted by concerns about the reaction of 
the EU and by the measure’s potentially negative effect on Iran’s 
presidential elections on 19 May. 
 

EUROPE
Ukraine: A US citizen working as a paramedic for the Organisation 
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) on 23 April was 
killed when the vehicle in which he was travelling hit a landmine. 

Sweden: Police on the evening of 7 April arrested Rakhmat Akilov, 
a 39-year old from Uzbekistan, on suspicion of carrying out the 
vehicle-ramming attack in the centre of the capital Stockholm earlier 
that day. The attack killed four people and injured 15 others. Police 
on 9 April arrested one other person on suspicion of terrorism 
following police operations on 7-9 April across Stockholm. 

ASIA
India: Extremist leftist Naxalite (Maoist) rebels on 24 April attacked 
a paramilitary Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) patrol in the 
remote Sukma district of eastern Chhattisgarh state, killing 25 
security officers and injuring seven others in one of the deadliest 
Maoist attacks this year. 

Afghanistan: The defence minister and the army’s chief of staff 
resigned on 24 April following an attack by the Taliban on 21 April 
in which more than 140 military personnel are believed to have 
been killed. Up to ten militants infiltrated a base in the northern 
city of Mazar-i-Sharif (Balkh province) before firing weapons and 
detonating suicide vests.  

SOUTH AMERICA
Venezuela: Thousands of anti-government protesters on 20 April 
took to the streets in cities across the country, including in the 
capital Caracas, to demand that President Nicolás Maduro allow 
a timetable for elections. Security forces using tear gas dispersed 
crowds in clashes that resulted in 565 arrests and that left 223 
people injured.  

Colombia: Unidentified assailants on 16 April killed Luis Alberto 
Ortiz, a member of the leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group, in a rural area of Tumaco (Nariño 
department). Ortiz had been released from prison on 1 April as 
a beneficiary of the government’s new amnesty law. He is the 
first FARC member to be killed after the signature of the peace 
agreement with the government in November 2016.   

AFRICA
Lesotho: The president of the Alliance of Democrats (AD) youth 
league, Thuso Litjobo, and his bodyguard, Thato Makara, on 21 
April were charged with the murder of Thabiso Moqolo. Moqolo was 

shot at an AD meeting to elect candidates for the 3 June general 
elections. 
 
Chad: Gunmen late on 11 April attacked a convoy of detainees near 
Massaguet, 50 miles (80km) north-east of the capital N’Djamena. 
Ten prisoners, all soldiers, were killed in the attack, while several 
other detainees escaped. Four of the suspected perpetrators of the 
attack, also soldiers, were arrested and dismissed from the army.  

MIDDLE EAST
Egypt: Militants on 9 April attacked two Coptic Christian churches 
during Palm Sunday celebrations. The first attack, at St George’s 
Church in Tanta (Gharbia governorate), killed 27 people; the 
second, outside St Mark’s Church in Alexandria, killed 17. An IS 
affiliate, Islamic State Egypt, claimed responsibility for the attacks. 
The government announced a three-month state of emergency in 
response.
 
Syria: US guided-missile destroyers based in the eastern 
Mediterranean Sea overnight on 7 April carried out cruise missile 
strikes against Syria’s al-Shayrat air base (Homs province). In a 
televised address, US President Donald Trump stated that the 
strikes were retaliation for the apparent sarin nerve agent attack in 
Khan Sheikhoun (Idlib province) on 4 April. 

Iran: State media on 10 April reported that a commander of the 
Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC), Iran’s leading security 
agency, had been assassinated in the south-eastern province of 
Sistan and Balochistan. The incident occurred between Khash and 
Zahedan near the border with Pakistan.  Reports state that two of 
the assailants were killed in the incident and that two others were 
arrested the next day.
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